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BRAIDING STRUCTURES OF DOUBLE CROSSPRODUCTS

By

Hui-Xiang Chen

Introduction

The double crossproduct structure X x A of two bialgebras (Hopf algebras)

X and A is given by Majid [Mj], and Drinfel'd quantum double D(H) is such a

double crossproduct. Doi and Takeuchi [DT] studied the double crossproducts

determined by a skew pairing. These results have some interesting application in

quantum group theory. The concept of a braided bialgebra has been introduced

by Larson-Towber [LTo] and Hayashi [H]. The author [C] studied the quasi-

triangular structures of bicrossed coproducts. In this paper, we discuss the dual

case, and study the braiding structures of double crossproducts. We also discuss

the relations between the comodule categories attached to double crossproduct,

and construct several (braided) monoidal functors.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout, we work over a fixed fieldk. Unless otherwise stated, all maps

are A:-linear.Hom(H,k) is denoted by H*. For f,geH*, H a bialgebra, f*g

is its convolution product [S]. For a e (H R H)*, we write a(x0y) ―a(x,y),

x,y e H. We use the sigma notion: for x e H,

A(x) = Y^jq (x).X2, (AR id)A(x) = Y^*i R *2 (x)X3, e?c.

Let (X,A) be a pair of matched bialgebras (Hopf algebras), see [K], that is, X

is a left A -module coalgebra via a ―≫x, A is a right X-module coalgebra via

a <―x, such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(Ml) a - (xy) = £)(≪i- xi)((*2 - ^2) - y),

(M2) a― 1 =£(≪)!,

(M3) (ab) - x = X> - (61 - X!))(Z>2- *2),

(M4) 1 ―x = £(x)l,

(M5) y)(ai ― xi) (x)(a2 -- x2) = E(≪2 ^ ^2) R (≪i-" *i),
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for all a,beA, x,yeX. In this case, Majid's double crossproduct X ex A is

defined (see [K, Mj or R]): as coalgebra X dx A ― X (g)A, write x ex a for x (g)≪,

and multiplication is defined by

(xMoXyMA) = J^x(fli -- yx)^ {a2 <- y2)b, a,beA,x,yeX.

If X and
^4

are Hopf algebras with antipodes Sx and Sa resp., then X ex
^4

is

also a Hopf algebra with antipode S given by

S(xcxa) = (1 ix SA(a))(Sx(x) x ＼)

= J2(SaM - Sx{x2))x (SA(ai)- Sx(Xl))

A bilinear form r : X (x)A ― k is a s/cew pairing [DT] if the following

conditions are satisfied:

(SP1) r(xy,a) = Y/*(x,ai)r(yia2),

(SP2) T(x,aZ>) = £T(xi,Z>)T(x2,a),

(SP3) T(x,l)=fi(x),

(SP4) t(1, a) =£(≪),

for all x, 7 g X and a,b e A. If t : X R ^ ― A:is an invertible (in (X (g) /I)*) skew

pairing, set

≪-ix = V]T(xi,fli)x2T ＼x3,a2)

a--* = £%(*!,fli)a2T 1(x2,a3),

then (X,A) is matched. In this case, the double crossproduct X tx A is denoted

by X dxt A, and the multiplication is given by

(x tx a)(y x b) = ^r(yl,ai)xy2 xa2bt'l{y^a3).

In general, let a be a 2-cocycle on a bialgebra if, that is, c is an invertible

bilinear form on H and the following condition is satisfied:

^2a{xi,yl)a(x2y2,z) = ^o(yuz＼)o(x, y2zi), x,y,zeH,

then the bialgebra Ha (see [D]) is constructed from H by altering the multi-

plication as follows and using the same unit, comultiplication, and counit:

x- y{＼nHa) =
y^aixi,

yl)x2y2a-l{x3, y3), x,yeH.
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If t is an invertible skew pairing on X (x)A, then [t]is a 2-cocycle on the tensor

product bialgebra X R A defined by [DT]:

[r](x(g)a,yR b) = e(x)e(b)r(y,a), x,yeX,a,beA,

and XxrA = (XRA)[x].

A bilinearform t e (X R A)* is a paring if t satisfies(SP1), (SP3), (SP4) and

the following condition (P2):

(P2) x(x1ab) = ^r(xua)x(x2ib).

A braided (or co-quasitriangular)bialgebra means a pair {H,a) where H is

a bialgebra and a is an invertible skew pairing on H R H such that

J2(T(xi,yl)x2y2 = J2yixMx2,y2)

for all x, y e H. In this case, a is called a braiding of H.

Let X xi A be a double crossproduct, then ix : X ^ X ＼x＼A, jc^xixI and

ia : A ―>X x A, flM 1 xia are iniective bialgebra morphism.

Proposition 1.1. Let a : X ―>H, /?: A ―>･if Z?e bialgebra maps such that

fi(a)a.(x) =
Y^a(ai ―>■x＼)ft(ci2-―

xi), x e X,ae A

then there existsa unique bialgebra map F : X tx A ―>H such that F oix = a and

FoiA=B.

Proof. Set F : X tx A ―>H, F(x x a) = a,(x)fi(a),i.e.F ―mni^ R P)
■
X x

A ―> H R H ―> H, where

coalgebra map. Since both

F(ltxl) = 1.

F((x dx a)(y x b))

mn is the multiplication map of H which is a

a and /? are coalgebra maps, so is F. Clearly,

= J2F(x(ai ^ y＼)^(a2^ yi)b)

= ^ct(x(ai ― yY))fi{(a2― y2)b)

= Y,<*)<ai - yiWfa - y2)fi(b)

= a(x)P(a)a{y)P(b) = F(x ex a)F(y m b),

henceby, F is a bialgebra map. Clearly F o ix = % and F oiA = p. Since X ix
^4

is generated by ix{X) = X x＼ and /^(^4)= 1 ix A as an algebra, F is unique.

Proposition 1.2. Let a: X―> H, p : A-+H he bialgebra maps, then the

map
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F : X ex A -* H, F(x m a) = <x(x)p(a)

is a bialgebra map if and only if

fi(a)a(x) ― ^a(aj ―>･X＼)j5(a2<―JC2), for all x e X,a e A.

Proof. Easy.

Proposition 1.3. Let X x A be a double crossproduct. If X ex A has a

braiding, then so do X and A, and there is an invertibleskew pairing x on X (x)A

such that

a ―>■x = Y^ t(x＼ ,a＼)x2r 1(x3, a2)

a--x = ^2t{xua＼)a2t ＼x2,a^)

and consequently,X x A ―X dxtA.

Proof. Suppose a is a braiding of the bialgebra X ex A, i.e.a is an

invertibleskew pairing on (X x A) (x)(X x A) and

yZ^{x＼ xauyl xbi)(x2xa2){y2xb2)

= J^Cvi x bi)(x＼m a＼)d(x2m ≪2,72 x1 £2)
(*)

Set a(x,y) = d(xx＼,yxl), tj(a,b)= d(l xa,l xb), t(x,b) ―<r(xix 1,

1 tx b), x, y g X, a,b e A, then by using injectivebialgebra maps ix : X ―>X xA

and iA : A―> X x A, one can easily check that (X,a) and 0<4,//)are braided

bialgebras, and that r is an invertible skew pairing on X R A. By (*), we have

^P<r(xi ix 1,1 tx b＼)(xiex 1)(1 tx bi)

= Y^(l tx bi)(x＼ix I)cf(x2ix 1,1 ix bi),

i-e->Z!1^!^!)^ x bi) = XX1 tx^i)(^i ix 1)t(jc2,Z>2)-It follows that

]JP(&1 ^Xj) M(62 ^ X2) = ^T(xi,^i)(x2tx62)T~1(x3,^3).

By applying id R e and e(x)iJ to the both sides of the equation respectively,we

get

b "" x ==y2r{xubi)x2^~＼x3,b2)
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b<-x = y2r(xubi)b2T ＼x2M)
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Remark 1.4. Let A be a Hopf algebra with bijectiveantipode S, then the

finitedual A° of A is also a Hopf algebra with bijectiveantipode S°,and (A°)cop

is a Hopf algebra with antipode s= {S°)~l.Set

a :(^°)co/7(g)̂ -> A:, fRa^><f,a＼

then a straightforward verificationshows that cris an invertible skew pairing on

(A°)copR ^, and the double crossproduct (A°)cop＼xiaA is a Hopf algebra. If ^ is

a finite dimensional Hopf algebra, then (A°)cop= {A*)cop and (^*)co/)^ A =

D(A) the Drinfel'd double (see [DT, remark 2.31).

Proposition 1.5. Let A be a Hopf algebra with bijectiveantipode, X be a

bialgebra and x be an invertible skew pairing on X (x)A. Then the map

F : X xiT A-* {A°)copxa A, x m a ■->t(x,-) M a

is a bialgebra map, where (A°)copdx^ A is defined as in remark 1.4. And F is

injectiveif and only if x is left non-degenerate, i.e. x(x,A) = 0 implies x ― 0.

Proof. By [DT, p. 5719], the maps

xL:X->(A°)cop, jc->t(jc,-)

is a bialgebra map. By the commutative diagram

XRA T-^i{A°)copRA

k,

the proposition follows immediately.

Proposition 1.6. Let X and A be finite dimensional Hopf algebra, x be an

invertible skew pairing on X R A. Then

(1) If x is non-degenerate, then X cxiTA and D{A) are isomorphic as Hopf

algebras.

(2) Set I = kerxR, where xr : A ―>(X*)op, a ＼―>t(―,a) is a Hopf algebra map

([DT, p. 5719]), then there exists a Hopf algebra surjection from X txT A to

Drinfel'd double D(A/I).
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Proof. By [DT, p. 5719], the maps

TLX^(Ar°P, *->*(*,-),

and

tr:A-^(X*)op, <*~t(-,≪)

are bialgebra maps, consequently, xl and xr are Hopf algebra maps.

(1) If t is non-degenerate, then xl and xr are injective, henceby dim X <

<XimA*=dimA and dim^4 < dimX* = dimX. It follows that xl is bijective.

Thus by proposition 1.5,

F : X mt A -> D{A) = (^*)co/) ex,, >4, xtxifl^ tl(x, -) x a

is a Hopf algebra isomorphism.

(2) Set / = kenL, then / is a Hopf ideal of X, I is a Hopf ideal of A Let

tix '■X ―> X = X//, x h-≫x and tt^ : ^4 ―> ^4 = .4/7, a h->a be the natural Hopf

projection, then

n = nx R tza: X (x)A-* X R A, xRa*-^xRa

is a Hopf algebra surjection.Since ker n = J (x)A + X R / C ker t, there exists a

unique bilinear form f on X R A such that f(x, a) = t(jc,a) for all x e X, a e A. It

is clear that f is an invertible skew pairing on X R A, and that n : X ＼xrA ―>

XtxLr;4, xix]ah->jccxi≪is a Hopf algebra surjection.By (1) X x? A ^ D(A), it

follows that

X xk A ―>D(A/I), xtXflHi(x,-)tXfl

is a Hopf algebra surjection.

2. Braidings of X ixT A

Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, let x be a fixed invertible

skew pairing on X (x)A, X txT A be the double crossproduct determined by x.

Then X xir A = (XR^4)^ as in section 1.

For an algebra B, let Z(B) denote the center of B, U(B) denote the group

of units in B, and UZ(B) = U(Z(B)).

Lemma 2.1. Let v be a bilinearform on X (g)A, then the following three

conditions are equivalent:
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(1) v is central,i.e. v e Z({X R A)*),

(2) X] v(xi,≪i)x2(8)a2 = Z)*i Raiv(x2,a2), xeX.aeA,

(3) J2v(xua)x2 = J2v{x2,a)x＼ and^2v(x,ai)a2 = J2v(x^a2)^i,xeX,aGA.

Proof. Easy.

Let &(X,A) denote the set of all central invertible pairing on X (x)A, that is

'SiX,A) = {v£ l/Z((X(xM)*)|visapairing}.

Lemma 2.2. (1) If v e&(X,A), then v is also a skew pairing.

(2) &(X,A) is an abelian multiplicativesubgroup of (X (x)A)*.

Proof. Easy.

Lemma 2.3. Let x' be a bilinearform on X R A. Then x' is an invertibleskew

pairing on X (g)A such that X cxT/A ― X txT A if and only if x' = x * v for some

ve10(X,A). In particular, x' is an invertible skew pairing on X R A such that

X [xr> A = X <g>A if and only if x' e <§{X,A).

Proof. If x' is an invertible skew pairing on X R A such that X ixv A

X cxiTA, then

Set v = r~l

(1 ex a)(x＼x 1) =

* t', then

E

E T'(xuai)x2txa2T'-l(x3,a3)

^2v(xi,a[)x2Ra2 = ^x{ (g)aiv(x2,a2),

and hence x is central by lemma 2.1. Clearly, v is invertible, and so v e

UZ((X(g)A)*). Now we will check that v is a pairing. In fact, for any xjel,

a.h e A,

v(xy,a)=Vt 1(xiyuai)x/(x2y2,a2)

= ^2T-1(ylial)z-l(xlia2)r＼x2ia3)zt(y2iaA) (By [DT, SP1'], SP1)

= '52T~1(yi>ai)v(x>a2y(y2>a3)

= ^2v(x,ai)T-l(yl,a2)T'{y2,a3) (By lemma 2.1)

= ^v(x,ai)v(j,a2),
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and similarly, v(x,ab) = Ylv(xi,a)v(x2,b). Clearly, v(x,l)=e(x) and v(l,a) =

e(a). Thereby, v £g(X,A) and x'― x * v.

Conversely, if x' = t * v for some v e &(X,A), then x' is invertible.For any

x, y X, a,b e A,

x'{xy,a) = ^x{x＼yx,a＼)v{x2y2,a2)

= ]P T(*i' aOT(y＼
i
a2)v(x2, ai)v(y2,aA)

= Y] r(x＼,fli)v(x2, a2)r(yl, a3)v(y2,a4)

and similarly, r'(x,ab) = Y^'i:'(xhb)t'(x2,a), and clearly, t'(x,I) = e(x) and

r'(l,a) ― e(a). Thus we have proved that r' is an invertible skew pairing on

X0A.

By t'"1 = v"1 *t~1 and lemma 2.1, we have

and therefore

V]v(yl,ai)y2Ra2V l{y3,a3)= y<g>a

^2t'(yl,ai)xy2Ra2br' l(y3,a3)

= Yl T^i' °≫)^2 R ^^t"1 (j3, a3).

This shows that X ＼xT>A ― X txT A.

Proposition 2.4. Let {X,o) and (A,rj) be braided bialgebras. Define a

bilinearform [<r,n]on (X xiT A) (x)(X ＼xtA) by

[a,rj＼(xxa,yxb) = ^2t(xi,bi)a(x2, yl)rj(aub2)r~＼y2,a2).

Then (X txT A, [a,rj＼)is a braided bialgebra.

Proof. Since (X,a) and (A,n) are braided bialgebras, (X <g)A,a<S>rf) is

also braided, where

{a R rj){xR a, y (x)b) = a(x, y)n{a, b), x, y e X,a,b g A.

It follows by [T, lemma 1.3] that (X mt A, (crR ^)'T')is braided. By a simple

computation, one get (<x(8)?/) = [g,ij],and so the proposition follows.
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Corollary 2.5. Let X tx A be a double crossproduct. Then X ＼xA has a

braiding if and only if both X and A have braiding, and there is an invertibleskew

pairing x on X (x)A such that X tx A = X ＼xTA.

Proof. It follows by proposition 1.3 and proposition 2.4.

Corollary 2.6. (1) X ＼xzA has a braiding if and only if X and A have

braiding.

(2) For ae(X^X)＼ ne{ARA)* with <r(l,l) = 1 =^(1,1), define [o,rj＼e

((X x＼rA) R (X cxirA))* as in proposition 2.4. then {X cxT A, [<r,n])is a braided

bialgebra if and only if {X,a) and (A,n) are braided bialgebras.

Proof. It follows from proposition 1.3 and proposition 2.4.

Corollery 2.7. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. If H and H*

have braiding, then Drinfel'd double D(H) also has a braiding.

Proposition 2.8. <S{X mt A, X mt A) is isomorphic to <§{X,A) x &(X, X) x

&(A,A)x9(X,A) as a group. In particular, <${X R A, X <g>A) = <S{X xT A,

XxiTA).

Proof. For any (v, a, r＼,v') e <S{X, A) x <S{X, X) x &(A, A) x &(X, A)

define O(v, a, r＼,v') by

O(v, (7,f],v')(x fr<a,yxb) = J2 v(*u t>i)o{x2,JiM^i,b2)v'{y2,a2)

Then a straightforward verification shows that <1>is a group morphism from

9(X,A) x&{X,X) x &(A,A) x &(X,A) to %{X xir A,X ＼xrA). On the other

hand, for any a e <8{X txT A, X txT ^4), set

v(ff)(x,ft)= ff(jccxl,lixi),

<7(<r)(jt,_y)= ct(xtx 1,>>ix 1),

rj{a)(a,b) = <r(lix a, 1 ex 6),

v'(d:)(j;,a) = ct(1ex a, _yex 1),

for all x,yeX, a,b e A. It is clear that (v(a):a(a),rj(&),v'(&)) is contained in

9(X,A) x &(X,X) x ^(y4,y4) x <${X,A). Henceby, the map

6 : <$(X cxT y4,X cxT A) -> ^(X, /I) x ^(X, Z) x ^M, A) x ^(Z, ^)
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given by 9{a) = (v(a),a(a),tj(a),v'(&))is well-defined. One can easily check that

9 o <|>= id and >o 6 = id, and so > is a group isomorphism.

Let t = e(g)£in the above argument, we get the same isomorphism > from

'SiX, A) x ^(Z,X) x 0(,M) x 'SiX, A) to ^(XR^,XRy4).

Lemma 2.9. If (H,cr) is a braided bialgebm, ve^(H,H), then (H,a*v) is

also braided.

Proof. By lemma 2.3, a*v is an invertibleskew pairing on HR H and

H xw H ―H xa H'. Thus it follows from [DT, prop. 3.1]that (H,a*v) is a

braided bialgebra.

Theorem 2.10. Let (X,a) and (A,n) be braided bialgebras, v and v' be in

^(X,A). Define a bilinearform [<r,n, v,v'l on (X txT A) (x)(X Mr A) by

[a,rj,v,v'](xxia,y＼xb)

= S2 T(*i≫h)(t(x2, y＼)rj(ai,b2)x~l(y2,a2)v(x2,b3)v'(y3, a3)

Then (X ＼xTA, [a,n, v,v'])is a braided hialgebra and any braiding of X ＼xrA has

thisform.

Proof. By proposition 2.4, (X ixT A, [er,rj＼)is a braided bialgebra. By

proposition 2.8, O(v, 1,1, v') e <&{X cxiTA,X cxT A), and

O(v, 1, ＼,v')(xxa,y txb) = v(x,b)v'(y,a).

Since [a, tj,v,v'] = [a,rj]* O(v, 1,1, v'), it follows from lemma 2.9 that (X xT A,

[a,rj,v,v']) is a braided bialgebra.

Conversely, suppose that (X cxT A, a) is a braided bialgebra. By [T, lemma

1.3], a ― o^ for some braiding a on X R A. Set

o(x,y) =o(xR＼,yR 1),

rj(a,b) = a(l R ≪,1 (g)6),

v(x,6) =a(;cR 1,1 R6),

v/(^,a)=a(l(g)a,j(g)l),

for all x, y e X, a,b e A. Then (Ar,a) and (-4,//) are braided bialgebras. One can

easily check that v,v' e@(X,A).
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Since(XRA,a) is a braided bialgebra,

a(x Ra,yRb) = a((xR 1)(1R a),y R b)

= ^2<t(xR ＼,y{Rbi)<j{＼ Ra,y2Rb2)

= Vff(xi R 1,1 R bi)a(x2 (8>1, yx R 1)

X flr(l(g) a＼,1 R ^2)c(l 0^2,^2 R 1)

= ^v(xi,Z?i)(t(x2, yi)r}{ai,b2)v'{y2,a2)

= S °"(Xl'y* ^(a＼, *1 )V(X2, ^>2)v'( J2, fl2)

It follows that

599

d(x ＼xia, y x b) = a^ (x x＼ a, y sxi b)

= ^2[r}(y＼Rbu^i <g> a＼)&{x2 <g> a2, y2Rb2)[t]"1 (x3 R a3, y3 R b3)

= ^2 T(*i≫b＼)a(x2, yMa＼, 62)v(x3, h)v'(y2, a2)t~l{y3, a3)

= [<T,^V,v'](lMfl,j/txl)),

and therefore a― [a,rj,v,v'}.

For a bialgebra H, let $&{H) denote the set of all braidings of H.

Proposition 2.11. There exists a bijective correspondence between

@(XxT A) and the set direct product &(X) x &(A) x <g(X,A) x &(X,A) given

by

@{X) x &{A) x &{X,A) x <&{X,A) -> &{X mt ^)

(ct,7,v,v') h^ [ct.^v^'],

where [a, rj,v, v'] is defined as in theorem 2.10.

Proof. By theorem 2.10, the above map is surjective. One can easily check

that if [a, n, v, v'} ― [o＼,nl, vi, vj] then a = u＼, rj ― nx, v = vi, v' = vj. It follows that

the map given in the proposition is bijective.

Theorem 2.12. Let a be an invertible skew pairing on X (x) X, [a] = [<r,a] be

a bilinear form on (X ＼xa X) R (X Mff X) defined as in proposition 2.4, that is

[<j](x tx＼a, y ex] b) = Y" <r(x＼,b＼)<r(x2, yx)o{a＼,b2)a~l(y2,a2), a, b,x,ye X.
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Then the following three conditions are equivalent:

(1) (X,<r) is a co-triangular bialgebra.

(2) (X cxitjX, [a]) is a co-triangular bialgehra.

(3) The multiplication

X txffX ―>X, x x a I―>xa

w a bialgebra morphism, and [g](x xi a, _yix d) = cr(jca,>>&).

Proof. (1) ^ (2). If (X, <r)is co-triangular,then (Xx^ Z, [cr])is a braided

bialgebra by proposition 2.4, and a~l(x,y) = a(y,x). Henceby,

[a]~l(x x a, y x b)

= 5Z a(yi
>
ai)ff~1(a2'^i)ff~1(Xi'

･y2)ff~1
fe b2)

= ^2 a(y＼
>
ai )ct(^i.fl2)ff(j2> xi )(7~1(^2,^2)

= [<T](j>IX i,JClXfl),

it follows that (X xa X, [a]) is a co-triangular bialgebra.

Conversely, suppose (XxaX, [a]) is a co-triangular bialgebra. Since X ―>

X Mtf X,x 1―>x tx 1 is a bialgebra injection and a(x, y) = [a](x x I, y x 1),

(X,a) is also a co-triangular bialgebra.

(1) <$ (3). By [DT, prop. 3.1],(X,a) is a braided bialgebra if and only if the

multiplication

X xa X ―>X, xx a ^ xa

is a bialgebra map. In this case, since

a(xa,yb) = ^<x(x, yxb＼)a{a,y2b2)

= ^2°(xi,bi)a(x2, yi)a(ai,b2)(j(a2,y2),

it follows that [<r](xx a, y x b) = a(xa, yb) holds for allx, y,a,b e X if and only

if <j~Hx,y) ― a(y,x) holds for all x.yeX.

3. Monoidal Functors Attached to X ＼xzA

Throughout thissection,let H ―X cxT A be a double crossproduct deter-

mined by a fixedinvertibleskew pairing x on X R A.

For any coalgebra C, letMc denote the category of rightC-comodules. For

MeMc, pM : M―> M R C denotes the comodule structuremap, and write
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pAt(m) =X]moR^i as usual. If / : C ―>D is a coalgebra morphism and

M g Mc, then M is a right D-comodule with the comodule structure map given

by {idR f)pM. If C is a bialgebra, then Mc is a monoidal category (or tensor

category) with the usual tensor product, the unit k and the usual associativityand

unit constraints. Furthermore, if (C,a) is a braided bialgebra, then Mc is a

braided monoidal category with the braiding given by

tM,N '■MRN ―>N0 M, mRn＼-^ ^o-(wi,≪i)≪oR mo,

where M,N e Mc, meM and neN. The reader is directed to [K or M] for

detailes of these concepts, basic results, and (braided) monoidal functors also.

Now we have three monoidal categories Mx, MA and MH. Since %x
■
H ―≫

X, x m a i―>･xe(a) and tt^ : H ―> y4, jctx a i―>e(x)≪ are coalgebra morphisms, any

M e MH becomes a right X-comodule and also a right y4-comodule as before,

denote them by Mx and Ma respectively, that is, pMx = (id 0 tix)Pm anc^

Pma =(idRnA)pM.

Define Fx : MH ^ Mx and FA : MH ^ MA by

Fx(M) = Mx,Fx(f) = /, and F^(Af) = MA,FA(f) =/,

for all M Ob(MH), f e Hom{MH), then Fz is a functor from M^ to Mz, and

F^ is a functor from M to M .

Lemma 3.1. For any h,zeH, we have:

(1) 2>*(Ai*i)M(A2,22) = Y,＼A{huzl)nx{h2)nx{z2).

(2) J27tA(hizi)[T}(h2,z2)= ^2[r}(huzi)nA(h2)nA(z2).

Proof. It follows by a straightforward verification.

Lemma 3.2. Let M, N be right H-comodules, then

(1) +xW,N) : FX(M)R FX(N) -> FX(M R N),

mRn＼-^>
y^wp

R ≪p[T](mi,wi)

w c ng/i£X-comodule isomorphism.

(2) <t>A{M,N):FA{M)RFA{N)->FA{MRN),

m(g)n＼-^ S^ mo R ≪oM (^i, ≪i)

w a r/fl/??A-comodule isomorphism.
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Proof. (1) It is clear that </>xis a bijectivelinear map. Note that Fx(M) (g)

Fx{N) = Mx R Nx, Fx(M (x)N) = (M (g)iV)^, and their comodule structuresare

different,

and

P(MRN)x(mRn) =
y^moRno<g)nx{mini)

for all meM, neN. In order to show that </>x= (/>X(M,N) is a right X-

comodule morphism, we need to prove P(MRn) fix―i^x R idx)pMxRNx- ^n ^act'

let m £M, n g TV, then

P(MRN)Jx{ Rn)

and

= P(MRN)X [J>2 WO R ≪0M (Wi, ≪i)J

=
y^fnp

R n0 R nx(mirn)[T](m2,n2)

(fa R idx)PMxRNx(m R n)

= {(/>xR idx)(y2mo R n0 R nx(mi)nx{ni))

= ^mo(g)/ioR [-c}(mi,n＼)7Zx{m2)7ix(n2).

It follows by lemma 3.1 (1) that p{MRN)x<l>x(m R n) = (</>xR idx)pMxRNx{m R ≪),

and so p{MRN)x<l>x = i^x R idx)pMxRNx-

(2) It follows by a similar verificationby lemma 3.1 (2). Note that <f>x(M,N)

= Sa(M,N) as linear maps.

Theorem 3.3. (1) The triple(Fx,idk,0x) is a monoidal functor from the

monoidal category MH to Mx.

(2) The triple{FAiid^^A) ^ a monoidal functorfrom the monoidal category

MH to MA.

Proof. (1) By lemma 3.2, <f>x(M,N) is an isomorphism in Mx, henceby

one can easily check that {<ffx(M,N)} is a family of natural isomorphism indexed

by all couples (M,N) of objects of MH. By the definitionof a monoidal functor

(see [K, p. 2871), we need to show that the following three diagrams commute:



and
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(Mx R Nx) (x)Wx ―^-> Mx R (Nx <8>Wx)

＼</>x{M,N)R
idWx idUxR<t>x{N,W)

(M <g>N)x R WKX

UX{MRN,W)

4^

((MRN)RW)X

Mx <g>(N R W)x

</>x(M,NRW)

4^
Fx{a)=a

kRMx ―^

idkR idMx

kRMx

MxRk

IidMx
R id

MxRk

</>x(kM)

fMX

<j>x(M,k)

{MR(NR W))x

Mx

T
Fx{1m)=Im

{k <g>M)x

Mx
t

(M <g>k)x

603

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

for allM,N,W e MH, where a is the canonical associativityconstraint,/ and r

are natural isomorphisms. By [DT, lemma 1.4],we know <j>x{k,M)―id and

<f>x(M,k)= id. So the commutativities of diagrams (3.2) and (3.3) follow

immediately.

As to (3.1),let me M, neN, weW, then

£r(M, N (g)W)(id <g></>x{N,W))a{{m Rn)Rw)

= (/>X(M,N (g)W)(id (8)̂ v(iV, FF))(m R (≪R w))

= <j)x(M,NR Jr)(^/wR(noRwo)[T](/ii,wi))

= ^mo(E) {noR wo)[t](/wi,≫iWi)[t](/I2,h'2)

and

a</>x(M<g>TV,W)(</>X(M,N) R id){{m Rn)Rw)

= a<j>x(M <g>N, W)
(]T](mo

R ≪o)H(/≪i, ≪i)R w)

=
y^oR (≪oR wo)[t](minuwi)[r}(m2:n2)
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Since [z]is a 2-cocycle onlRi and X xT A = (X R AyT＼ [z]~lis a 2-cocycle

on XxrA. By [t] = ([t]"1)"1, it follows from [D, theorem 1.6 (al)] that the

diagram (3.1) is commutative.

(2) Since (j>A{M,N) = <$>X(M,N) as linear maps, (2) follows immediately

from (1).

For any monoidal categories (^,R,I,a,l,r) and {%>',R',I',a' ,l',r'),the

product category # x <$' is also a monoidal category with the tensor product,

unit, associativity and unit constraints as follows:

{U, U') R (F, V) = (URV,U'R 'V'),

(fj')R(g,g') = (fRg,f'R'gf),

a=(a,a'), / = (/,/'), / = (/,/') and r=(r,r').

If (F, ^o,^2)((F',^o≫^2)) ^s a monoidal functor from monoidal category (^{( ') to

Q>{R'＼ then ((F,^'), (^0,^), (^2^2)) is a monoidal functor from < x ^' to ^ x

S'. Thus by theorme 3.3 we get a monoidal functor ((FxiFA),{id,id),(<j>x,</>A))

from M^ x MH to M* x M^4. On the other hand, the diagonal functor D : MH

-≫M^ x AT77, where D(M) = (M,M) and /)(/) = (/,/), is a strictmonoidal

functor. By composing these two functors we get:

Proposition 3.4. Let F : MH -* Mx x MA,F{M) = (MX,MA), F(f) =

(/,/), ^0 = (^, id) : (fc,/:)-, F(k) = (A:^),

^2(M,JV) = (</>x(M,N)JA{M,N)) :(MXRNX,MA R NA)

^((MRN)X,(MRN)A),

where M,N e Ob(MH), f e Hom(MH). Then (F,#0,<f>2)is a monoidal functor

from MH to Mx x M^.

For (/eM1, VeMA, define

/>^/Rf : ^R V -+ {UR V)RH, mRdh ^(≪oRyo)R (mi xvi),

then £/R F is a right iJ-comodule, i.e.,U R V e M". If / : ?7 -≫I/' and gf: F

―>･F' are morphisms in MH and M'4 resp., then f R g : U R V ―>U' R V is a.

morphism in MH. Thus we get a functor

G : Mx x MA -* MH

G(U,V) = URV,G(f,g)=fRg,

where (U,V)e Ob(Mx x MA), (f,g) e Hom(Mx x MA).
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Lemma 3.5. For any objects (U,V), {U1, V) of Mx x MA, define

ijj2((U, V＼{U＼ V1)) : G(U, V) R G(U＼ V) - G((U, V) R {U＼ V'))

{u <8>v) (g){u! R v')i-> ^(wRMo)R {voRv')t-1{u＼,vi).

Then {il/2{{U, V),(U', V'))} is a family of natural isomorphisms indexed by all

couples ((£/,V),(U＼ V')) of objects of Mx x MA.

Proof. Write ＼j/2= ij/2((U, V), (Uf, V')), Pi = Pg{u,V)Rg(u>,v,) and pr =

Pg((u,v)R(U',v)) resPv then by definition,

G(U, V) R G{U', V') = {URV)R(U'R V),

G({U, V) R {U＼ V1)) = G{UR U',VR V) = {URU') R (KR V'),

Pi((u Rv)R (u' R v')) = ^2(uo R vq) R (u'o R v'o)(g)(mj cxivi)(u[ x v[)

and

pr((u R m') R (m R i?')) = J^(wo R u'o)R (y0 R uj) R {u＼u[ x v＼v[)

for all ue U, u' e U', v e V, v' e V. Therefore,

pr＼jj2{(uRv)R{u'Rv'))

= Pr(j2(U R Uo)R (yOR ^T-1^;, Ui))

=
y^(≪o

R u'q)(g)(v0 R v'o)R (wi≪J x rirj)

and

(^2 R idH)pi{{u Rv)R> (u' R y'))

T-＼u'2,V2)

= {＼J/2<g>idH)(j2(u0 R y0) (g) (u'o (x) v'q) <g> (mi m y^^J dxi v[fj

= ^(≪oR ≪J) R (voRv'o)t~1(u[,vi) R (mi cxiy2)(M2 Muj)

= ^2(u0 R u'o)R (vo R v'0)tl(u[,vi)Rr(u'2,v2)(uiu'3 ＼xv3v[)t {{u'A,vA)

= ^2(uo R ≪o)R (yo(8)≪J)R (≪i≪ix viv[)t~l(u'2,v2),

and so /?r^2= (^2 R ^h)Pi, that is, s/f2is a morphism in MH. The restis obvious.

Theorem 3.6. (G,＼l/0,＼l/2)is a monoidal functor from the monoidal category

Mx x M^4 to MH, where G and s^2 are given above, ＼jjQ:k^ G(k,k) =kRk

is the natural isomorphism.
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Proof. We need to show that the followingthree diagrams commute:

(G(U, V) <g>G(U', V')) <g>G(U", V") ―^ G{U, V) <g)(G(Uf, V) R G{U", V"))

I
M(u,v),(u',v'))RidG{U,ltyll)

I
wG(t/,K)R≪/'2((^'-n,(^",*/"))

4- J'

G((t/, F) (g) G(C/', K')) R G(I/", V") G{U, V)RG((U', V')R{U＼ V"))

<A2((I/,F)R ([/',F'),(f/",K")) ^2((C/,K),([/',F')R (U",V"))

G(((C/, F) R (17', F')) R (C/", F"))
^U

G((C/, F) R ((£/',F') (g)(£/", F")))

(3.4)

A:RG(C/,K)
/G(t/'n

> G(U,V)

I t
N'o^'Vo ^('(c/.n) (3.5)

G(k,k)RG(U,V)
mkmu'v)]

G((k,k)R(U,V))

G(U,V)Rk '≪""
>

Mg(u,v)R "Ao

4^

G(U,V)

t
G(riv,v)) (3.6)

G{U,V)RG(k,k) U{u'n{k'k)}G((U,V)R(k,k)).

By definition,we rewritethethreediagrams as follows:

{{URV)R(U'RV'))R(U"RV") ―?-> {URV)RUU'RV')R(U"RV"))

^1Ridunt&v,i

■4^

1iduRvR$2

{{URU')R{VRV'))R{U"RV") (URV)R{{U'RU")R{V'RV"))

{{URU')RU")R{(VRV')RV") -^^ {UR{U'RU"))R(VR{V'RV"))

(3.4)

kR(URV) -^

11A0
RiduRv

(kRk)R(UR V)
+2

)

UR V

T

{k (g) U) <g>{k R V)

(3.5)
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(U R F) R/: >

1iduRv
R <Ao

UR V

T
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(3.6)

{UR V)R{kRk) ―^(URk)R{VRk).

By [DT, lemma 1.4],one can easily check that (3.5) and (3.6) are commutative.

As to (3.4), let u e U, v e V, u' e U', v' e V, u" e U" and v" e V", then

{a R a)＼l/2(＼l/2R idu≫o,K≪)(((≪R y) R ("' R y'))R (≪"R t?"))

and

= (a <g>a)il/2
(5^((≪

(8>≪J) <8>(uo <8>u')*"1 (≪i,≪i))R ("" R ≪"))

= (a (8)a)
(X^((M

R wo) R ≪o) R ((yo R ^) <8>u")^"1 ("!',yi^)^1 (mJ, y2))

= ^(m (g){u'o R <)) R (y0 R (≪JR y"))^1 (≪[',oipDt"1 (≪[,≫2)

= ^("R K R O) R (y0 R W R v"))T-＼ulVl)x-l{ulv[)

t-VJ,!*), (By [DT, SP2'])

il/2(iduRv <8>̂ 2)a{{{u Rv)R (uf <g>v'))R (w" (g)v"))

= fa(MuRv R ^2)((≪Rv)R ((≪'(8)i?')R (u" R y")))

= ii2((≪R≫) R (J>' R <) R K R y'V1≪,≫!)))

= J2(u R (wi R Mo)) R (yo R (fj R t;"))^1^!',uOt-^mJ, u2)

t-^iiJ,!;;). (By[DT, SP1'])

It follows that the diagram (3.4) commutes. So (G,＼I/q,＼J/2)is a monoidal functor

from Mx x MA to Mw

Now assume that (X,a) and (A,rj) are braided bialgebras then (H,[a,rj＼)is

also a braided bialgebra by proposition 2.4. Thus Mx, MA and M77 are braided

monoidal categories with braidings given by

tu,v
■
V R U' -≫-U' RU,uRu' t-> ^a(Hi,wJ)MoR ko,

rF,F': FR F'-^ F'R F,yRu'H^ ^7(ui,uJ)uJ R u0,

and

^m,at: M <g>N -* N R M,mRn i-≫Y^[≪T,^](mi,ni)no R ^o,
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respectively,where U,U'eMx, V,V'eMA and M,NeMH. Henceby,

Mx x MA is also a braided monoidal category with braiding f(c/,k),(c/',k;)=

(tu,u',tv,v)-In thiscase we have:

Theorem 3.7. (G, ^0,^2) is a braided monoidal functorfrom Mx x MA to

MH.

Proof. By definition(see [K, p. 327]), we only need to show the diagram

G(U,V)RG(U',V)
I

tG((U, V),G(U', V)

G(U',V')RG(U,V)

I

*i{(U,V),{U',V'))
G((U,V)R(U',V>))

＼G(t(u,n(u',r')) (3.7)

G{{U＼ V')R{U,V))

1*u,

u' R *v, v'

Kvi))

(3.7)

*2((U',V'),(U,V))

commutes. Let us rewrite (3.7) as follows:

(UR V)R(U'R V) ―^ (URU')R{VR V)

*£/RK,l/'<g>
V'

{U1 RV')R{URV) _IL->(tf'R U)R{VR V).

For any ueU, v e V, u' e U', v'e V, we have

= (tu,u> R tVtv)
(J2(u

R Mo) R (yo R r')^1

= ^2o(ui,u[)(uQRu0)Rti(vi,v[)(v'0Rvo)T l{u'2,v2)

= ^KRMo)<8> {v'0Rv0)a(ui,u[)fi(vi,v[)z＼u'2,v2)

and

*A2(?£/RK,[/'RF'((≪R V) (g)(u' 0 V1))

= ^QQ^K"! ^VUUl X v[)(u'oR V'Q)0 {Uq R Vq)J

= ^Oj(g)wo) R (v'o(S>vo)t l{u＼,v[)[o,ri＼(u2＼x v＼,u[ txv'2)

= ^(MqR ≪o)(8>(^0R ^o)^"1^!, u{)T("2,≪?2)0"("3,≪i)l7(1?l≫f73)T~1("2'^2)

= ^2(u'oRuo)R(v'oRvo)a(uuu[)ri{vuv[)T~l(u'2,V2).

Completing the proof.
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